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OUR ORGANISATION
Huntington's Victoria (HV) is a not-for-profit organisation that was established in

1973. It is the only specialist service in Victoria that supports and assists people

impacted by Huntington's Disease (HD). We aim to improve the quality of life for all

people touched by HD in Victoria by connecting families to the vital support services

they need.

 

HV provides access to expert staff that assists in the navigation of the disability

service sector, provides relevant information and connects people with respite and

support services. We also work with Australian and global healthcare professionals,

disability service providers and academics to increase awareness and understanding

of HD, as well as the impact it has on individuals, families and communities.

MISSION

To sustain a high quality of life for people affected by HD, their carers and their

family, while encouraging research towards a cure.

VISION

All people affected by HD live meaningful and hopeful lives as valued members of

the community with equitable and timely access to resources and empowered

choices for care and support of the highest quality. 
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OUR BOARD

Andrew has over 20-years of experience in management,

marketing, telecommunications & IT and is currently the

Managing Director of InnoTel. Andrew holds a Master of

Business Administration and is a Graduate of the Australian

Institute of Company Directors. Andrew was appointed a

member of the Huntington's Victoria Board on 5 November

20`4. Andrew is a member of the Finance Committee. 

Andrew Sims, 
President Bronwyn is a member of the Commonwealth's

National People with a Disability and Carer Council;

Victorian Advisory Committee for My Future  My

Choice; Victorian Government COAG YPIRAC initiative;

Member, Victorian Government's NDIS

Implementation Taskforce; Member of the NSW

Government Advisory Committee for the Younger

People in Residential Aged Care (YPIRAC) COAG

initiative; Victorian Government's advisory group to

my future my choice review of service organisations;

Board member of Children and Young People with

Disability Australia since April 2019. Board member of

Better Care Victoria since 2016; and director of Young

People in Nursing Home National Alliance (YPIINH).

Bronwyn was appointed a member of the HV Board

on 16 September 2015.

Melissa has over 15 years of experience as a Chartered

Accountant and works in the field of Accounting, Business

Services and Taxation. Currently she is employed by Morrows

as a Manager in their Tax and Business advisory Division

and specializes in the SMSF area. Melissa joined the Board

after experiencing first-hand the benefits that a not-for-profit

organisation can have on a community and an individual.

She would like now to use her knowledge to give back to the

community. Melissa was appointed a member of the

HV Board on 24 November 2015. Melissa is a member of the

Finance Committee. 

Melissa Rennie

Faye is a senior executive in human resources

management, holding a Bachelor of Arts degree and

Graduate Diploma in Human Resources

Management and Organisational Development. Faye

is currently employed at Monash Health, and is 

responsible for Human Resources business

partnerships for the Mental Health Program. After

many years in the corporate world, Faye wants to

make a long-term difference in the community and

has a particular interest in raising awareness of

Huntington’s disease. Faye was appointed a member

of the Huntington’s Victoria Board on 10 November

2009.

Marcus Siah
Marcus has over 19 years of experience in Accounting,

Business Services and Taxation. He is currently employed

by Morrows as an Associate in their Tax and Business

Advisory Division and assists clients with the migration of

their accounting systems into the Cloud to gain efficiency

within their business. After many year of assisting his

corporate clients Marcus wants to give back and make a

difference in the community. Marcus was appointed a

member of the HV Board on 16 September 2015. Marcus

is a member of the Finance Committee. 

Bronwyn Morkham

Faye Faulkner 
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OUR TEAM

Ania Sieracka
Quality and Community

Engagement Coordinator
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Tammy Gardner
CEO

Azena Maur
NDIS Program Coordinator

Victoria Comport
Support Coordinator

Lesley Scukovic
Support Coordinator

Maxine Milton
Support Coordinator

June Ng
Accountant

Lauren Lieberthal
Education and Fundraising Coordinator

Mary-Anne Marcuccio
Administration Coordinator

Nicola Kolb
Support Coordinator

Ellie Duncum
Events and Community Fundraising

Coordinator

Jodi Pavlovic
NDIS Claims Officer

Jake Rush
Support Coordinator

Serena Hansen
Information and Community

Engagement 

Melissa Geiger
Information and Case manager



CEO'S REPORT

Ensuring people living with and affected by Huntingtons

disease has access to the essential care and support they need, when

they need it most remains Huntingtons Victoria core mission. This

financial year has been no different and it is great pleasure that I can

report to you on some of the key achievements in our five strategic priority

areas.

Life keeps throwing me stones. And I keep

finding the diamonds.”  

– Ana Claudia Antunes

With the ongoing roll out of the NDIS, HV has experienced significant engagement from our community

requesting HV as their provider of choice for support coordination and plan management.  This has seen an

unexpected growth in both of our program areas including staffing to coincide with an increase in our client

numbers. Furthermore, with the changes within the disability landscape, HV’s specialist case management

program continues to be well utilised and has become increasingly vital to our community members who are

either not eligible for the scheme and now also lack the knowledge on how to access services from their

community to maintain their independence.

SERVICE DELIVERY 

The information service remains the first point of call for the HD community and therefore we strive to maintain

its relevance given the ongoing developments in the HD space. In the process of updating our information

resources, we continue to work together with our community, referring to their feedback in updating, improving

on how we deliver our information. This has directly impacted upon the revisions to our website which we will

launch in the next financial year inclusive of innovative methods of accessing of information.

INFORMATION PROVISION

As active members of the International Huntington’s Disease community, HV once again had representation at

the European Huntington’s Disease Network (EHDN) Plenary Meeting over the 14-16th September 2018 in Austria.

I had the opportunity to network and collaborate with our international partners which included: the team from

HDYO and Novacorr, Bridget Lyon and her husband Jeffrey McDonald (makers of the film The Inheritance) and

Daniela Rae and the Quality Improvement in HD Working Group. I also attended a number of outstanding

presentations that included The Amaryllis and Legato-HD trials, Roche update regarding the advancement to a

phase 3 clinical trial, and hearing from Michael Panzara Franchise Lead Wave Life Sciences on the PRECISION-

HD trial. The fight against HD is a global one and we will continue to work closely with our international partners

around the world to develop new collaborative opportunities to accelerate progress.

RESEARCH
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ADVOCACY 

“We don't
develop courage by being happy every day. We

develop it by surviving difficult
times and challenging adversity.”

– Barbara De
Angelis""

As you would be aware, state based block funding was to be rolled into the funding of the NDIS. In practical

terms this meant that disability state funded services and programs would cease to exist as of July 2019. As

previously mentioned HV has been in negotiations with the Department of Health and Human Services 

 DHHS) to negotiate the continuation of funding to our Information and Case Management Programs.  I am

pleased to report, that in recognition of the needs of the HD community, DHHS confirmed that they will

extend our funding for these programs. In June we underwent our mid cycle accreditation review with the

Australian Council of Healthcare Standards. This is always a process the HV team look forward to as it

provides us with real time feedback on how we are tracking as an organisation.  Maintaining accreditation

enables HV to be recognised as a credible organisation with defined evidence based  governance and

service delivery frameworks.

SUSTAINABILITY

As a final note, I would like to acknowledge our community, donors and supporters, the board

and the Huntington’s Victoria team for their tireless commitment and unwavering support

towards the community.

Tammy Gardner, CEO
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Our community is at the heart of everything we do and together we continue to build on our awareness

raising efforts. For the third year running, HV celebrated May as the HD Awareness month with its

International partners. This included the LighItUp4HD events throughout Victoria including major

landmarks in metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria. In order to extend our reach we joined with

our community to create a LightItUp4HD call to action awareness film, which was released to the public

and has been well received nationwide. We also launched our own Go Blue 4 May 22 campaign that

was enthusiastically received by the community and professionals alike. We were thrilled to be joined by

Cat Martin from HDYO and members of the Younger Persons In Nursing Home Alliance to name a few.

Watch this space for further developments next year. Our community once again paid tribute to their

loved ones who are no longer with us and I thank them for sharing their memories with us all. I would like

to take this opportunity to recognise the efforts of our HD Champions and their ongoing commitment to

raising awareness of HD in their local communities.  It can never be underestimated the value each

champion adds to helping to reduce the stigma associated with a lack of understanding of the symptoms

of HD and its impacts.



PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Andrew Sims, President

It has again been both a privilege and honour to continue

serving the Huntington’s Victoria community as President and Chair of the

Board. 

 

2018-19 was another positive year for Huntington’s Victoria, growing from

strength to strength through the participation in the National Disability

Insurance Scheme (NDIS), significantly expanding our operations to keep

up with the demand of servicing Huntington’s community members in

Victoria who are part of the scheme.  We’re reaching out and helping

more Victorian’s affected by Huntington’s disease than ever before. This

is in no small part due to the hard work of our talented team, volunteers

and board who continue to support our community. 

As we move into the new decade, Huntington’s Victoria will do so with the development of our new 2020-23

strategic plan, which continues to place emphasis on striving to sustain a high quality of life for people affected

by Huntington’s disease, their carers and their families while research developments continue across the globe

towards reducing the effects of Huntington’s and ultimately a cure. 

 

The team were excited by this year’s May Awareness Month activities. For those not aware, May Awareness is

a global initiative to raisethe awareness of Huntington’s disease. Associations from around Australia and all

over the world participated in different activities, including ‘Light It Up4 HD’, which sees significant landmarks lit

up in the colour blue to help get the discussion going and spreading awareness of Huntington’s Disease.

 

Huntington’s Victoria was lucky enough to be supported by a number of significant landmarks, including the

infamous Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG), Flinders Street Station, Royal Exhibition buildings, and many others

in Melbourne and regional Victoria. Thank-you to all those community members and HV staff that braved the

Melbourne weather to show their support in our Light It Up 4 HD participation. On behalf of the board, I would

like to thank our Government, health, strategic, commercial and community partners for their support this year.

We look forward to working with all stakeholders in the coming year to better the Huntington’s Victoria

community.
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How service users found out

about HV

First time or repeat contact:

70%

4%

25%

1%

Telephone

 

Email/Website

 

Facebook

 

Face-to-face

The Information program is a trusted source of information and support for the Huntington’s

community. This service is the first point of contact for anyone seeking information and emotional

support prior to and/or following HD diagnosis. HV staff have extensive understanding of the

disease process, the HD community and the complexity of living with HD. As well as members of the

HD community, the information service is also utilised by health professionals, mental health

services,community service providers, forensic/justice services, child and family services. In these

instances, the service provides information about:

Methods of Contact:

33%
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unity
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nd
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ow
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Victorian Contacts 77%

Outside of Victoria Contacts 10%

Unknown 13%

NDIS

Symptom management and referral to HD clinics

Advice on family planning options 

Reconnecting with family members

Latest updates on research

Impact of the disease on an individuals's parenting

abilities

Genetic testing information and referral

Local capacity building opportunities

Strategies to prevent family breakdown

General emotional support

Support for individuals and family members

struggling to accept their diagnosis

HV’s information service has a number of entry points to

ensure availability regardless of location and

demographic of the individual seeking information and

support.  These entry pathways are illustrated below:
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Provision of information about HV services

 

Direction to HV website for access to further resources

 

Referral to HV Case Management or Education

 

Provision of contact details for external providers, including HD

specialists, Predictive Testing, Counselling, Financial advice

 

Provision of Information sheets

 

Arranging office visits for community members to meet with HV social

workers

 

Liaising with external providers to source up-to-date information is

provided 

The main actions taken in response to information enquiries include:

The HV team with our

community on an

information panel at

Community Day
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EDUCATION PROGRAMME

Our Education Program is committed to working with our services users that are seeking a

greater understanding of HD, as well as learn how best to support individuals and families

impacted by HD. The Education Program continued to work with professional groups across

different service sectors which included the following: Department of Education and Justice, as

well as Aged Care, to achieve improved outcomes for the HD community. The key aims of this

program are:

“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.’ –Benjamin Franklin

1. Awareness and understanding of HD

2. Local and community capacity building

3. Improving and promoting quality of life and health outcomes for people impacted by HD

Education

Justice Aged Care

Top Reasons for Referral

Referral to HV Education Program

Behaviour management 1.

   2. How to support the person with HD 

   3. Communication

   4. HD symptoms & management

   5. Impact of HD on the family

The session made me

think about who is the

person, not just the HD

The education session

made a difference to

how staff cared for my

mum

It challenged the way

we went about our

usual business

Community member Professional
Direct Care worker

Plans for the future include a review of how we

deliver education to our broader community to

ensure this program remains accessible,

regardless of your location. 



ACCESS TO THE HV WEBSITE
The HV website was accessed by people from different countries.

This reflects the partnerships and support from the associations and

the HD communities across the US, Canada and Europe.

The HV website is recognised as the

key entry point to access credible

information in your own time, when

you need it, regardless of location.

The map of Australia demonstrates

the frequency with which the website

is accessed. Whilst there has been an

increase in visits to the website, the

East Coast remains responsible for the

largest amount of traffic through our

website.

 

Australia 

United States 

United Kingdom 

France 

India 

South Korea 

Canada 

China

New Zealand

Philippines

 

Top Ten Users by Country:

Victoria

New South Wales 

Queensland 

South Australia 

Western Australia 

Australian Capital Territory

Tasmania 

Northern Territory 

 

Top Ten Users by State 

Territory in Australia:
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Desktop and mobile remain the top two

ways people accessed our website.



Family/Friends
48%

HD Clinics & medical services
28%

Genetic Services
13%

Community Service Providers
7%

CASE MANAGEMENT 
Huntingtons Victoria case management supports those HD community members that are

not eligible for NDIS to maintain their independence and health care goals. In practical

terms, this means that the case management service helps individuals to gain or regain

control of their health and wellbeing by minimising episodes of crisis management and

hospitalisation. The focus here is on:

The service is episodic in nature, allowing for flexibility as well as adaptability to address

different issues at any point of disease progression. This allows the client to self-determine

when and how they need to access support through the service. The case managers assist

clients through the application of specialist knowledge and assessment skills.
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Active participation

Local and Individual capacity building

Active management of disease progression and mental health care

Strengthening and/or development of coping mechanisms with the aim of maintaining optimal health

and wellbeing while living with this disease

Finding and / or maintaining appropriate housing options

Assistance with future financial and legal planning initiatives 

Sources of referral
The programs primary referral

source remains the same with the

addition of NDIS.  With the full roll out

of the scheme, there has been an

increase in overall referrals to this

program due in large part to a

decrease in available community

supports and limited knowledge

from community members in

regards to what is available to them.

 

Furthermore, NDIS are actively

referring to this program as a result

of individuals applying for a

package but are not eligible for the

scheme due to either age, gene

positive status (not symptomatic) or

early symptomatic (disease severity)

NDIS 1% Accommodation Providers 3%
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Related Client Outcomes

The various referral sources and tangible client outcomes outlined above,

demonstrate the need for ongoing specialised case management as a form of

essential early intervention to delay the dependence on funded packages and

premature entry into residential care facilities. In addition, it has proven to be a

credible avenue by which to facilitate a process of future planning in conjunction

with our community members. This process builds individual capacity building

with respect to financial, legal and acommodation security. 
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NATIONAL DISABILITY
INSURANCE SCHEME (NDIS)
Huntington’s Victoria (HV) has been directly involved with the National Disability Insurance

Scheme (NDIS) since its launch in Victoria in 2013. Huntingtons Victoria is a

registered provider for support coordination and plan management. We are the

only specialist service for individuals and families impacted by Huntington’s

disease, with an extensive knowledge of the scheme and how to best navigate the

system to achieve the best outcomes for our clients.

WHAT IS SUPPORT CO-ORDINATION
AT HV?

Support coordination in the HD space involves specialist support for clients to enable

them to implement all supports in their plan, including informal, mainstream, community

and funded supports. Given the complexities of HD the support coordination role does not

end with the implementation of the plan but rather works in parallel with disease

progression and associated changes in circumstances to ensure the plan is able to meet

the client’s needs.   

 

Referral Pathways

Community provider recommendation 2%t

Living Arrangements

WHAT IS PLAN MANAGEMENT AT HV?
Plan management is accessible to our support co-ordination clients only. Through this

service we manage our clients’ budgets, oversee invoices and pay the relevant providers to

ensure the clients receive services that represent value for money. 



0 25 50 75 100 125

Support Coordination 

Plan Management 

ISP 

Subsequent Plans
43.6%

First Plan (new referral)
28.2%

First Plan (existing clients)
22.2%

ISP inc Continuity of Support (COS)
6%
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With the growth in the program and the continuing changes within NDIS there have

been a number of challenges, but we continue to adapt, learn and improve as we

move forward, always striving to ensure that we provide the best possible support and

service to the HD community, which is at the heart of this organisation.

Support coordination at HV has experienced an unexpected growth rate with the roll

out of the NDIS nationwide with HV previously providing assistance to 40 ISP clients to

now supporting 112 NDIS clients with new referrals to consider.  The main referral

sources to the HV support coordination program have been through existing clients

from other HV programs as well as NDIS.  The majority of our clients who are in

receipt of support coordination reside in their own homes followed by residential

care facilities.

Number of Clients NDIS Plan Status

VIC 96%

All other states 4%

Location of HV Support Coordination Clients



COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

MAY AWARENESS MONTH

COMMUNITY STORIES

The Community Engagement Program is committed to supporting the capacity of the Huntington's

community through fostering opportunities to promote awareness and community participation. In

addition to individual efforts, our community also supported a number of community awareness

events. 

This May, saw us host our third awareness month which was also our most successful to

date. Throughout this month we had members of our community join us in a variety of

different awareness raising events that included Light It Up 4 HD, Community Day, Go Blue 4

May 22 and our In Memory campaign. Across these events our community were able

to participate via attendance, being guest speakers, featuring in our Light It Up 4 HD

awareness film or dressing up in blue on May 22.

Sharing of individual and family stories is a powerful way to raise awareness of HD, and let  

other members of community know that they are not alone in their experiences of living

with the impact of HD. Once again, we were most appreciative of our community members

who shared their personal experiences on film. By recording them we hope this enables all

community members to have access to these stories.
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VOLUNTEERS

Our volunteers continue to play an integral role to the operations of HV.  We were fortunate to

have individuals with all range of skills volunteer this year. Volunteering opportunities included

the provision of assistance with media and communications, having a major role in both our

May Awareness films and community stories. Our ball committee continues to thrive with

existing and new volunteers devoting their time to making the ball a success. All our

volunteers are invaluable whether it is supporting our events or help sell merchandise, face

paint, or be guest speakers. We look forward to continuing working together with all our

volunteers in the future.

For the last 7 years, the HV Gala Ball has

been a highlight in the calendar for our

community members who attend. Each

year this event goes from strength to

strength attracting over 300 guests, which

include our community members, friends,

professionals, HD specialists and

researchers. This event continues to be our

premier awareness-raising event for the

year, and its success can be attributed to

the high level of involvement from our

community.

HV GALA BALL



Pic from Gala

Ball

The team from HV attended

the HRGV Research Day

where researchers presented

their current research all with

purpose of increasing our

understanding of the different

ways in which HD can affect a

person. The team at HV

greatly value these days as

not only does this help to keep

the team up to date with

research, but continues

building on our partnership.

A YEAR IN REVIEW
Commenced from Individual Support Packages to National

Disability Insurance packages

Each year in July, thousands of

people take to the streets of

Melbourne to challenge

themselves to run in support of

their chosen charity.  This year

we acknowledge our amazing

HD Champions who challenged

themselves to raise awareness

of HD and funds for HV.  Thank

you to: Melissa, Hayley, Hannah

& Joe, Lee, and Lauren Browne.

The Medical Services Advisory Committee (MSAC)

acknowledged the need to publically fund

Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD) however not

through the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS). We are

halfway to completing our goal of ensuring PGD is a

financially viable option for our community.

The European Huntington’s Disease Network (EHDN)

Plenary Meeting over the 14-16th September 2018 in

Austria. HV CEO, Tammy Gardner, made sure there was

not a minute to spare, spending her time collaborating with

our international partners some of whom included: the

team from HDYO and Novacorr.
Tammy also attended a number of outstanding

presentations that included The Amaryllis and

Legato-HD trials, Roche update regarding the

advancement to a phase 3 clinical trial, and

hearing from Michael Panzara Franchise Lead

Wave Life Sciences on the PRECISION-HD trial.

Tammy with Bridget Lyon and

Jeffery McDonald - makers of

the film The Inheritance

On the 27th October HV hosted its 7th Annual Gala Ball

at Zinc Federation Square. This event continues to be

our major awareness raising and fundraising event for

the year, with an emphasis on client attendance and

community participation. In total this event raised

$32,861.75

HD Buzz made a very exciting

announcement that Wave Life

Science were launching their own

huntington-lowering program,

with their point of difference

being that their approach targets

only mutant Huntingtin protein.

In August we provided an update on the status of

the Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis Campaign

Tammy with Daniela Rae and

the Quality Improvement in HD

Working Group

18
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In June we underwent our mid

cycle accreditation review. It was

great to have Ken and Graham

from Australian Council of

Healthcare Standards return and

assess how we are tracking as an

organisation and how we have

integrated the feedback from

previous reviews into our

practice.  We look forward to

continuing this process as we

continue to strive to provide the

highest level of service delivery to

our community.

A YEAR IN REVIEW
To kick off the start of 2019 we announced that we

will be doing some significant upgrading to our

website.

Tammy joined the Hunters at

their fundraiser

May 2019 was our third year of celebrating

May Awareness.  This was month was full of

activity in relation to raising much needed

awareness of HD.  On election day this year,

we hosted our annual community day, in

which we had a number of professionals and

community members present on a range of

topics.  We finished the month with our In

memory campaign where we remember

members of the HD community who are no

longer with us.

In Memory campaign.

Though they are gone, they

are not forgotten 

In February, in partnership with the Monash University

Information Technology program , we undertook a number of

projects that will involve final year students in addressing

current gaps in, HV IT processes, or services. Watch this

space in the new financial year to see the outcome of these

projects. 

#Light It Up was hugely successful

with major  Victorian landmarks lit

up in blue in support of HD.

19

Monash IT Students

For the first year we also celebrated Go Blue 4 May 22 and

thank those who participated including our researchers,

doctors, community members and OPA-cize Yarraville.

Community Day 2019

Nick Walsh ran a 'Lazy

Sunday afternoon' to

raise money for research

OPAsize event



FUNDRAISING

MAJOR GIFTS

WORKPLACE

GIVING

DONATIONS

COMMUNITY
FUNDRAISING
AND EVENTS

41%

21%

4%

32% “We rise
by lifting
others” 

  

We would like to take this opportunity to express HV's appreciation to all our supporters who devoted

their invaluable time and effort to raise much needed funds to support the Huntington’s community in the

2018/19 financial year. Fundraising is vital to sustain the work of HV and whether you ran a marathon,

celebrated a special occasion or made a donation you made a difference to the lives of those living with

HD. We look forward to continuing to work with you in the next financial year

1%

MEMORIAL
GIVING

Maurie Browne is still

raising the flag for

Huntington's awareness

after many years as a HD

Champion.

This is the 12th year that

the Hunters have

completed the Murray

to Moyne ride to raise

awareness of HD and

also raise funds for HV.

Our HD Champions

during Run Melbourne

giving their time, effort

and voice to make a

difference.

The break-through of the source of fundraising and donations this financial year:

BEQUESTS

1%

Robert Ingersoll
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Our 7th Annual Gala Ball

is always well supported

by our community. We

particularly enjoyed the

singing voices courtesy of

the karaoke competition.

Alexis Kelly was one of

our great communtiy

fundraisers this year

and ran the Star Wars

Neon Run in support of

HD.



GB Galvanising

Novacorr Healthcare

The Jack and Hedy Brent Foundation

Jean Williamson

Roger B Heslop

The Hunters

All Souls’ Opportunity Shop

Macquarie Group Foundation

Good2Give

Ritches Stores

PayPal Giving Fund

Delta Floorworld

Collegians Football Club

We Save You Money

Our Anonymous donors

Huntington’s Victoria would like to formally acknowledge the the

generosity of individuals, groups, and organisations that have tirelessly

supported our organisation in its efforts to raise awareness and funds to

uphold our mission and vision.

 

We would like to publicly acknowledge the following partners for their

extremely generous support during the 2018-19 financial year:

 

OUR SUPPORTERS 
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Felix Sher

Esther Makris

Maurice Browne

Mark Robinson

Alexis Kelly

Team Spetchy

Uniting Wesley Neurological Support Services 

TeamYarraville OPAcize

Our Anonymous HD Champions donors

Emma Sutton

Ferzeen Anis

Jacqueline Xureb

Kylie Hales

Natalie Titcume

Jess Wood

Brianne Reaney

Special thanks to the following individuals who have devoted significant

time and passion to the Huntington’s community:

 

 

The Ball Committee

 

OUR SUPPORTERS 
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